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Abstract 

 
In traditional unstructured P2P file sharing network, each peer establishes connections with a 
certain number of randomly chosen other peers. This would lead to redundant traffic and P2P 
network partition in mobile ad hoc network (MANET). We propose an approach to construct 
an efficient unstructured P2P overlay over MANET using underlying cluster-based routing 
(CBRP). One of the peers in the P2P network is used as a root-peer to connect all peers. Each 
peer maintains connection with physically closer peers such that it can reach the root-peer. The 
peer constructs a minimum-spanning tree consisting of itself, its directly connected neighbor 
peers and 2-hop away neighbor peers to remove far away redundant links and to build an 
overlay closer to the physical network. Due to on-demand nature of inter-cluster routing of 
CBRP, the positioning algorithm for MANET is used to retrieve the file by a peer from the 
source peer via shorter path in the physical network. We can show by simulation that our 
approach performs better in comparison with the existing approach. 
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1. Introduction 

Peer-to-peer (P2P) network is a robust, distributed and fault tolerant network architecture for 
sharing resources like CPU, memory and files. The existing approaches for P2P over wired 
network (Internet) can be roughly classified into structured, unstructured and hybrid 
architecture [1]. Each of them has its own applications and advantages. Mobile and wireless 
technology has achieved great progress in recent years. Today’s cell phones, PDAs and other 
handheld devices have larger memory, higher processing capability and richer functionalities. 
The user can store more audio, video, text and image data with handheld devices. These 
devices are also equipped with low radio range technology, like Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. By 
means of the low radio range technology, they can communicate with each other without using 
communication infrastructure (e.g. cellular infrastructure) and form a mobile ad hoc network 
(MANET). Each node in MANET works as both a host (for sending/receiving the data) and a 
router (forwarding the data for other nodes). It is deployed in the places where infrastructure is 
either not available, for example disaster scenario, or too expensive. Due to high capability of 
the mobile devices, P2P networks can be deployed over MANET composed of mobile devices. 
There are various P2P applications over this kind of MANET. For example, the users equipped 
with the cell phones, PDAs or other handheld devices, are communicating through low radio 
range. They  can form a P2P network for sharing audio/video clips, pictures, files and other 
information. Possible file sharing application scenarios can be found at airport lounges, music 
concerts, bus stops, railway stations and cafeteria. 

The approaches proposed for P2P over Internet [2][3][4][5] cannot be directly applied to the 
ones over MANETs due to the unique characteristics of MANETs, such as nodes’ mobility, 
scarce of power energy, limited memory, and infrastructure less nature. Recently, several 
schemes have been proposed for P2P over MANETs [6][7][8][9][10][11][12][13][14][15] 
[16][17][18]. The existing approaches for unstructured P2P over MANETs [7][8][9][14] 
[15][16] use flat underlying routing protocol, like AODV [19]. Flat routing protocol for 
MANETs produces heavy traffic overhead when scaled up [20]. 

Our approach is targeting the MANET’s scenarios where not all the nodes are to share and 
access the files, i.e. some nodes are peers and others are non-peers. But non-peer nodes are 
cooperative in forwarding the data for other peers. Our approach builds up an efficient overlay 
for unstructured P2P file sharing over MANET using underlying cluster-based routing 
protocol (CBRP) [20]. In our approach, one of the peers in the P2P network is used as a 
root-peer to connect all  peers. Using the information of directly connected and 2-hop away 
(logically) neighbor peers, each peer builds up a minimum-spanning tree to remove far away 
redundant links and to construct an overlay closer to the physical network. Due to the 
on-demand nature of inter-cluster routing of CBRP, a requesting peer may not have the route 
to the source peer of the file at its routing agent to retrieve the file.  And to retrieve file,  the 
path in overlay between the requesting peer and the source peer of the file may be longer than 
their shortest one in the physical network. So the positioning algorithms of MANET [21][22] 
are combined with CBRP to forward the unicast packet via location-based routing. Thus, in 
our approach, a peer can retrieve the file from the source peer via shorter path in the physical 
network instead of following the longer path in overlay network. The simulation results show 
that our approach outperforms random overlay approach adopted by Gnutella [8] in term of 
routing overhead, average file-discovery delay, false-negative ratio and average path-stretch 
value. 
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We present the related work in Section 2. The limitations of random unstructured P2P 
overlay over MANET are discussed in Section 3. The detailed description of our approach is 
presented in Section 4. Section 5 presents the simulation and results. Finally, Section 6 
concludes the paper.  

2. Related Work 

Many routing protocols have been proposed for MANETs. These protocols can be classified 
into different categories according to different criteria. Each of them has its own applications 
and advantages. By the manner in which they react to network topology, the routing protocols 
can be classified into reactive and proactive routing protocols. Reactive routing protocol finds 
the route on demand, i.e. it finds the route to a destination when the data is to be sent to that 
destination. AODV [19] is one of its example. Reactive protocols have larger delivery delay 
and are not efficient for higher traffic. Proactive routing protocols periodically update routing 
information to all nodes in the network regardless of whether or not the data is to be sent to 
those nodes, e.g. OLSR [23]. Proactive routing can have unnecessary route discovery 
producing more extra traffic overhead. By the role of  routing nodes and the organization of 
the network, routing protocols can be classified into flat protocols and 
hierarchical/cluster-based routing protocols. In flat routing, every node has the same role and 
whole network is considered as a single flat structure, e.g. AODV. Flat routing protocols are 
suitable for small network size and their performance degrades as the size of network grows.  
In cluster-based routing, the nodes are grouped into clusters. Each cluster has one node as a 
cluster-head and the inter-cluster communication is done through gateway nodes. By grouping 
nodes into clusters, selected nodes forwards the route discovery packet reducing redundant 
traffic. Cluster-based routing protocol scales well as the network’s size grows. The example of 
cluster-based routing protocol includes CBRP [20]. According to the knowledge of location 
information of  nodes, the routing protocols for MANET can be classified into geographic and 
non-geographic routing.  Geographic routing utilizes the location information of the nodes 
during routing process, e.g. GPSR [22]. The position of a node can be obtained through GPS or 
via other schemes like in [21]. In geographic routing, the location information are used to 
confine the route search space into a smaller estimated range reducing routing overhead. In 
geographic routing, only location information of the nodes is maintained on the router 
therefore it scales better in term of per-router state. There also exists an approach called 
LORA-CBF [24] which uses location-based forwarding with cluster-based routing protocol 
(CBRP).  LORA-CBF has some ambiguity, like how to avoid local-maxima [22] etc.  An 
overview of CBRP and GPSR is following, because our approach uses these protocols.  

Through periodic HELLO message exchange, in CBRP, a node obtains the link-state 
information of its neighbor nodes upto 2-hops. By grouping nodes into clusters, the CBRP 
efficiently minimizes the flooding traffic during route discovery and speeds up this process as 
well. Therefore CBRP scales well with increasing number of nodes in the network. The detail 
specification can be found in CBRP [20]. 

GPSR [22] assumes that every node in the network knows its own position through GPS or 
via other scheme like in [21]. In addition to this, every node announces its own position to its 
one-hop neighbor nodes through periodic HELLO broadcast. Thus every node knows the 
position of its one-hop neighbor nodes in the network. A unicast packet has the locations of its 
source node and the destination node along with their node-IDs. Therefore GPSR uses greedy 
forwarding algorithm to forward packets to a node that is always progressively closer to the 
destination. In regions of the network where such a greedy path does not exist (i.e., the only 
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path requires that one move temporarily farther away from the destination), GPSR recovers by 
forwarding in perimeter mode. In perimeter mode, a packet traverses successively closer faces 
of a planar sub-graph of the full radio network connectivity graph. This is going on until the 
packet reaches a node closer to the destination, where greedy forwarding resumes. 

The approaches for unstructured P2P file sharing over MANET in [14][15][16] did not 
maintain overlay network among the peers. In these approaches, the file-lookup request was 
flooded in the whole network similar to the route request of flat routing protocol AODV [19]. 
But this was content-based, i.e. it returned not only the ID of the source peer but also the route 
to the source peer. Flooding a packet in the network using flat routing is inefficient and  does 
not scale well [25]. In [10], using swarm-intelligence, the authors proposed a solution, called 
P2PSI, for addressing free-riding and hot-spot problem of unstructured P2P file sharing over 
MANETs. They divided the files into different categories and a pheromone-table was built up 
on each node which had routing information for each category of files instead of an individual 
file. It would perform poorly if the peers store diverse types of files. In [7], the authors 
evaluated the performance of Gnutella using various flat underlying reactive and proactive 
routing protocols. They also built a random overlay for all the underlying routing protocols 
and did not consider the optimization of Gnutella over MANETs. Diego et al. [8] improved the 
unstructured P2P over MANET using Gossiping [26] mechanism of MANET routing protocol. 
They determined the forwarding probability of a link based on the network load. Thus, in their 
approach, the packet was forwarded on the lower load link. They also used AODV [19] as 
underlying routing. 

3. Limitations of Random Overlay 

The flooding-based approaches for unstructured P2P network over MANET are inefficient 
and do not scale well. While the random overlay of Gnutella over AODV [8] has the following 
limitations. 

3.1 Redundant Traffic in the Network 

In Gnutella [8], a peer maintains connection with neighbor peers according to the values of 
lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) for the number of neighbors. It would lead to 
redundant traffic in the network. For example, let’s take the part of a P2P network structure in 
Fig. 1-(a). For 4 and 8 as the value of LB and UB respectively, the overlay network of Fig. 
1-(a) is shown in Fig. 1-(b). Let P1 sends the file-lookup request to its neighbor peers P2, P3, 
P4 and P5 for file discovery purpose. To deliver the file-lookup request from P1 to P2, P3, P4 
and P5, it will produce eight transmissions in the physical network as shown through thin 
arrows in Fig. 1-(a). Then P4 will forward the same file-lookup request to its neighbor peers 
P2, P3, P6 and P5 producing eleven more transmissions in the physical network as shown 
through bold arrows in the Fig. 1-(a). We can learn from the above scenario that both P1 and 
P4 send redundant probe (ping) messages to their neighbor peers P2, P3 and P5 in order to 
maintain connectivity. In MANET, these redundant transmissions would consume a lot of 
bandwidth and energy. 

3.2 P2P Network Partition 

Though, in Gnutella over MANET [8], each peer maintains neighbor connection with certain 
number of peers. Despite this, a P2P network partition may still occur while the physical 
network is connected. For example, the overlay network among the peers is established as 
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shown in Fig. 2-(a), taking 4 as the maximum size of neighbor list of a peer [8]. The distance 
of the links in the physical network is shown as the weight of the links. When P6 leaves P2P 
network, the topology becomes the one as shown in Fig. 2-(b). This is because a peer receives 
early response for a request from the physically closer neighbor peers. P2P network partition 
exists though the underlying physical network is fully connected and each peer maintains 
connection with maximum number of neighbor peers according to [8]. In this scenario, the 
file-lookup query from one partition would not be able to reach other partition. 
 

P1

P5

P2 P3

P6P4

N1 N2 N3

N5

Peer Non-peer Communication link
 

  (a)       (b) 
Fig. 1. A part of P2P network. 

3.3 Tradeoff between Traffic Overhead and P2P Network Partition 

There is a tradeoff between redundant traffic and P2P network partition on the size of neighbor 
list of a peer (the number of neighbor peers that a peer can have connections with) in Gnutella 
over MANET. A P2P scenario having larger neighbor list would produce more redundant 
traffic in the network and have less chances of P2P network partition, and vice-versa. The 
selection of the neighbor list size is influenced by the distribution of peers and the peers ratio 
in the network. It is difficult to get an optimum neighbor list size in the P2P network over 
MANET due to the dynamic nature of both P2P network and MANET. 

3.4 Larger Value of Path-Stretch for File Retrieval  

Path-stretch is the ratio of the path length between two peers used for file retrieval to their 
shortest path length in the physical network. In [8], upon receiving the reply from the source 
peer P1 for a file-lookup request, a peer P may not have the route to P1 at its routing agent due 
to on-demand nature of AODV. To retrieve the file by P from P1 following the path of P2P 
overlay, this route may be longer than the one in physical network between P and P1. 
Therefore the value of path stretch in Gnutella over AODV would be larger. 

 4. Proposed Algorithm 

Our objective is to develop an efficient overlay for unstructured P2P file sharing over MANET 
with the consideration of underlying routing. We do not use reactive routing, like AODV, as 
underlying routing for P2P over MANET due to the following reason. Receiving the 
QUERY_HIT (file-lookup reply for a file-lookup request), a requesting peer may not have the 
route at its routing agent to the source peer of the file to retrieve the file due to reactive nature 
of AODV. In this case, the requesting peer can retrieve the file from the source peer following 
the route in P2P overlay. This would have larger path length than the possible shortest path 
between the requesting peer and source peer in the physical network.  This would increase 
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traffic and file-retrieval delay. Proactive routing protocol, like OLSR, maintains the routing 
information to all the nodes in the network regardless of whether or not the data is to be sent to 
those nodes. This type of routing does not scale for larger network [27]. By grouping nodes of 
network into clusters, selected nodes forward the route discovery packet reducing redundant 
traffic in cluster-based routing protocols, e.g. CBRP [20]. These routing protocols scale well 
as the network’s size grows. Due to reactive nature of inter-cluster routing of CBRP, 
geographic information of nodes [21][22] is used so that a requesting peer can retrieve the file 
from the source peer via shorter path in the physical network, the detail is following. 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Peer Non-peer Overlay link Communication link in physical network
 

Fig. 2. To show P2P network partition. 

 

We use CBRP as an underlying routing protocol with following features: 
expanding-ring-search (ERS) algorithm [28], location-based forwarding [22]  and local repair 
as in [20]. In our system, a node knows its position through the positioning algorithm in [21]. 
This is because in our approach, every node in the network periodically exchanges HELLO 
messages with its 1-hop nodes to construct and maintain clusters.  In addition to other 
information, a node also announces its location to its 1-hop neighbor nodes in HELLO 
messages. Thus a node has the location information of its one-hop neighbor nodes. In our 
system, the unicast packet is forwarded using location-based algorithm GPSR [22] with 
following modification. In our approach a node knows the ID of its neighbor nodes upto 
2-hops. Therefore, a node forwards the unicast packet to the destination directly without using  
location-based algorithm provided the destination node lies within its range of 2-hops in the 
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physical network. This is done in order to reduce the chances of local-maxima [22]. If a node 
cannot forward the unicast packet to the destination then the forwarding node sends the route 
error message to the source node of the packet. This disconnection may be because that the 
destination node is switched off or the destination node has moved outside  the range of 2-hops 
from the forwarding node. In our system the nodes self-organize themselves into clusters as in 
CBRP [20]. The route-request and the broadcast messages are forwarded as in CBRP without 
source routing. Instead of source-routing of CBRP, in our approach the route-request message 
has the location information of the source node. Therefore the data packets and other unicast 
packets are forwarded using location-based algorithm GPSR [22]. A node maintains the 
location information of the nodes at the routing agent, so that other applications can also utilize 
these information for routing purpose. 

Our system has a root-peer connecting all peers. The process is illustrated as follows. When 
two peers, say peer A and peer B, establish neighbor relationship, the root-peer is used as a 
reference point to designate one of them to be responsible for maintaining the neighbor 
relationship. Peer A sets its neighbor B’s state as NBIND if A is closer to the root-peer or has 
the lowest ID in case of tie (when both A and B are at the equal distance from the root-peer). 
Otherwise, peer B’s state is set to BIND and A is set to NBIND. A peer periodically sends 
probe messages to the neighbor peer with BIND state to maintain neighbor relationship, and 
receives probe messages from a neighbor peer with NBIND state. Each peer (except the 
root-peer) connects to at least one other peer with BIND state to ensure the connectivity of the 
P2P network. In our system, each peer maintains a peer-routing table that stores the 
information of the root-peer and neighbor peers, as shown in Fig. 4. The distance of the 
peer/root-peer represents the number of hops. Each peer also maintains a local repository 
which contains index of its stored files. The state transition diagram of our approach for 
connection establishment and file-discovery is shown in Fig. 3. The detailed description of the 
basic operations of our approach is given as follows. 

4.1 Peer-Join 

When a node n wants to join the P2P network, the node n gets  the existing physically closer 
surrounding peers  of the P2P network as follows. The join peer first contacts its routing agent 
so that the routing agent can inform the peer of the P2P traffic passed through. Then the join 
peer broadcasts the join-request message (JRQST) using ERS algorithm to find the closest 
online peer in the P2P network as follows. The JRQST contains the location of the requesting 
node. The value of time-to-live in the JRQST is set to as given below: 

                     (1)  

where NC defines that JRQST can reach to the nodes in the physical network after passing 
through (NC+1) cluster-heads on a path. For example, for NC=1, the JRQST at least will reach 
to a node that lies in the cluster of sending node and the immediate neighbor clusters of the 
sending node. That is, for NC=1, the JRQST will pass through two cluster-heads on a path in 
the physical network. Receiving JRQST, a node sends the join-reply message (JRPLY) to the 
join peer provided the receiving node is a peer. Receiving JRQST, a gateway node decrements 
the TTL value of JRQST and forwards the JRQST to the corresponding cluster-head, as 
described in CBRP [20]. Upon receiving the JRQST, a cluster-head also decrements the TTL 
value and then forwards further the JRQST with a list of unvisited adjacent neighbor clusters 
by broadcasting to its members provided the TTL value of the JRQST is greater than zero. 
JRPLY is sent to the join peer using location-based routing GPSR [22]. Sending JRQST is 

)3*(2 NCTTL 
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stopped when the join peer receives JRPLY from at least one other peer or when the TTL 
reaches a maximum threshold value, which is one of following two cases 

 The time-to-live (TTL) value of the ERS algorithm reaches the maximum threshold value 
and the join peer does not receive any JRPLY. The join peer assumes that there is no other 
peer of the P2P network and itself becomes the root-peer. 

 The join peer receives JRPLY from at least one other closest peer. JRPLY of peer P 
contains P’s directly connected neighbor peers, the root-peer, their distance from P, and 
their location. This means that the senders of JRPLY and their directly connected 
neighbor peers are the physically closer surrounding peers of the join peer. 

After receiving JRPLY, the join peer sends connect-request message (CRQST) to each of 
surrounding peers to establish the neighbor relationship with them. The CRQST is forwarded 
to the destination peer via location-based algorithm. CRQST of the peer P also contains the 
location of P, P’s directly connected neighbor peers, their locations and their distances from P, 
and the root-peer along with its distance from P. Receiving CRQST, the receiving peer stores 
the information of CRQST in its peer-routing table and sends the connect-reply message 
(CRPLY) via location-based forwarding GPSR algorithm. The CRPLY contains similar fields 
as in CRQST. Due to on-demand nature of the inter-cluster routing in CBRP and the use of 
ERS algorithm, a peer may not get the route and its distance to the root-peer from its routing 
agent. In this case, the peer calculates its distance to the root-peer as the total minimum 
distance from itself to its directly connected neighbor peer plus the distance from that neighbor 
peer to the root-peer, as shown by following equation  

                                                                                                                                       (2) 

where n is number of directly connected neighbor peers of P,  DP  is the distance from peer P to 
the root-peer, DP-Q  is the distance from peer P to Q, and Q is a directly connected neighbor 
peer of P in P2P overlay. The neighbor relationship between two peers is adjusted as discussed 
above. The peer constructs a connected graph having itself, its directly connected and 2-hop 
away (logically) neighbor peers as vertices, and assigning the number of hops as the weight of 
the links between two logically linked peers in the physical network. Using this connected 
graph, then the peer executes minimum-spanning-tree (MST) algorithm with itself as a source 
vertex. The peer drops the connection with a directly connected neighbor peer to which it does 
not have direct link in MST. The peer also establishes neighbor connection with a new peer 
which is not previously directly connected neighbor peer but has a direct link in MST. 

To illustrate the joining process of a peer through an example, a part of P2P network is 
shown in Fig. 4-(a) with P1 as the root-peer. Now node N3 wants to join the P2P network. It 
sends the JRQST using the ERS algorithm and receives JRPLY from P2. Thus N3 comes to 
know that its surrounding peers are P1 and P2. Then N3 sends CRQST to these surrounding 
peers. After exchanging CRQST and CRPLY, the resulting physical topology is shown in Fig. 
4-(b). The corresponding overlay of Fig. 4-(b) is shown in Fig. 4-(c). The connected graph of 
P1 is shown in Fig. 4-(d). After executing the MST algorithm, the resulting 
minimum-spanning tree of P1 is shown through bold lines in Fig. 4-(d). Then P1 identifies that 
its previous neighbor peer P2 is no longer its direct neighbor in MST while the new join peer 
N3 is. So P1 drops its connection with P2 and maintains its connection with N3. The resulting 
final overlay topology is shown in Fig. 4-(e) and its corresponding physical network is given 
in Fig. 4-(f). We can tell that this is a more efficient overlay with a topology closer to the 
physical network. 

)(min QQP
n

P DDD  
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(a) State transition diagram for connection establishment. 

 

 
(b) State transition diagram for file-lookup. 

Fig. 3. State transition diagram of our approach. 
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Fig. 4. To show the joining process of a peer. 

4.2 Update 

Each peer periodically sends out probe messages to a neighbor peer with BIND state to update 
and maintain connectivity. Upon receiving the probe message, the receiving peer also replies 
to the sender of the probe message. The probe message of the peer P also contains the location 
of P, P’s directly connected neighbor peers, their locations, and their distances from P, and the 
root-peer along with its distance from P. After certain number of retries, if a peer P does not 
receive the reply for the probe messages from a neighbor peer P1 with BIND state, the peer P 
invokes recovery operation for the peer P1. When a peer P does not receive the probe message 
from a neighbor peer P2 of NBIND state and the time period of P2 expires, the peer P removes 
P2 from its peer-routing table. 
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4.3 Peer-Leave 

When a peer wants to leave the P2P file-sharing network, it can inform its neighbor peers 
about its leaving so that the neighbor peers invoke a recovery operation. Normally, a peer does 
not inform its neighbor peers about its leaving. 

4.4 Recovery 

When a peer P detects that one of its directly connected neighbor peers, say P1, with BIND 
state is disconnected, it invokes the recovery procedure. The disconnection of the peer P1 may 
be caused by nodes’ mobility, or the peer P1 has left the P2P network or been switched off. In 
any case, the peer P broadcasts the recovery request message (RRQST) with multi-target using 
the ERS algorithm. The initial TTL of ERS algorithm is set to the distance between the 
disconnected peer P1 and peer P plus one. The list of target nodes in RRQST contains the 
disconnected peer P1 and the directly connected neighbor peers of P1. RRQST is forwarded in 
the similar way as CRQST is forwarded. Upon receiving RRQST, the peer also sends a 
recovery reply message (RRPLY) to the requesting peer even though it is not in the list of 
target nodes. This is implemented in order to ensure an efficient overlay. Upon receiving the 
RRQST, the target node sends the recovery-reply message (RRPLY). RRPLY is forwarded to 
the requesting peer in similar way as JRPLY is forwarded. RRPLY contains the same fields as 
in probe message. Sending RRQST is stopped when the requesting peer receives the RRPLY 
either from the disconnected peer or from all of the directly connected neighbor peers of the 
disconnected peer. Receiving RRPLY, the peer P sends the CRQST to establish connection 
with the senders of RRPLY. Then the peer executes the MST algorithm to remove the far away 
redundant links. The absence of a peer P1 can be detected by a peer P through probe messages 
or from the routing agent of P. If the disconnected neighbor peer is the root-peer and has left 
the P2P network, one of the closest directly connected neighbor peers of the disconnected 
root-peer will announce itself as the new root-peer. In case of tie, the one having the lowest ID 
is elected as the new root-peer. Then the new root-peer announces itself to the other peers in 
the P2P network in the same way as it sends the file-lookup query.  

4.5 File Discovery 

As our approach is based on unstructured P2P network; we use keyword-based searching to 
find a file in the network. When a peer wants to retrieve a file, it sends out the file-lookup 
request message (FRQST) to all of its directly connected neighbor peers. Upon receiving a 
file-lookup request, a peer sends the file-reply message (FRPLY) to the requesting peer 
provided a matching file is found in its local repository. Otherwise, the file-lookup request is 
forwarded to its directly connected neighbor peers excluding the one from which the request is 
received. The FRQST and FRPLY messages are forwarded using location-based forwarding 
GPSR algorithm. Receiving the FRPLY for a file-lookup request, the peer invokes the 
file-access operation. Due to forwarding the FRPLY by a node using location-based algorithm, 
therefore the file is retrieved by a peer via shorter path in the physical network in our approach. 
If the requesting peer does not receive any reply for a file-lookup request within certain period 
of time, it resends the file-lookup request provided the number of retries does not exceed the 
maximum threshold value. 

4.6 File-Access 

The requesting peer may receive reply for a file-lookup request from multiple source peers. It 
retrieves the file from a source peer having shortest distance using location-based forwarding 
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algorithm. The file is retrieved in blocks and complete control over the transfer of the blocks is 
kept on the receiver side. The block size is selected so that it can be accommodated in a single 
packet. A scheduling algorithm like [14] can be implemented, for the sake of simplicity, for 
the lost of blocks. The lost of a block may be caused by packet collision or link breakdown. 

5. Simulation 

We implement Gnutella over AODV as in [8] with 4 and 8 as the value of LB and UB 
respectively. We use simulator ns-2[29] to conduct simulation to compare our approach with 
Gnutella [8]. The specification of the simulation environment is IEEE 802.11 MAC Layer, 
total 100 nodes are moving randomly in simulation area 1000X1000, 250m as the node’s radio 
range, total simulation time is 1000 seconds, and bandwidth is 2MB. We choose 2 as the value 
of number of file retries and Ping/Probe interval 8 seconds. Each node monitors the outgoing 
link failure from the feedback of the IEEE 802.11 MAC layer. In our scenario the nodes 
randomly join/leave the P2P file-sharing network while maintaining the specified ratio of 
peers  to all nodes. The mobility scenarios are created according to RandomWayPoint mobility 
model using Bonnmotion [30] to ensure that the physical network is connected. The 
file-discovery is randomly initiated for total 100 random files by the peers in the network. We 
study the performance metrics  for peer discovery, overlay maintenance and file-discovery of 
the resulting overlays by varying peers ratio and the maximum moving speed of nodes. Peers 
ratio is the ratio between the number of peers and the the total number of nodes in the network. 
The following metrics are used for comparison, 

 Traffic overhead: The total number of packets transmitted at routing layer. 

  Average file-discovery delay: The average time elapsed from the moment when a 
file-lookup query is sent to the moment when the first reply is received. 

 False-negative (FN) ratio: The ratio between the numbers of unresolved file-lookup 
queries for the files that exist in P2P network and the total number of initiated 
file-lookup queries. 

 Path-stretch: The ratio of the path length between two peers used for file retrieval and 
the length of their shortest path  in the physical network. 

5.1 Comparison of Traffic Overhead 

Fig. 5 shows the routing traffic of both approaches in Kilo unit (thousand). In Fig. 5, our 
approach has higher traffic overhead than Gnutella [8] when the peers ratio is 5% and 15%. 
This is because, the CBRP as an underlying routing in our approach constructs and maintains 
the clusters in the network by periodic exchange of HELLO messages among the nodes. In 
Gnutella [8], with the increase of peers ratio in the network, the number of redundant links that 
a peer has in P2P overlay increases. This causes more redundant traffic in the network. In our 
approach, with the increase of peers ratio, the peers in the network become less dispersed and 
the P2P overlay is closer to the physical network. Therefore, in our approach, with the increase 
of peers ratio in the network, the length of overlay link between two logically linked peers 
decreases in the physical network. This decreases the traffic overhead per peer in the network. 
The use of CBRP with location-aided underlying routing further reduces the flooding traffic in 
our approach. Due to these reasons, with the increase of peers ratio in the network, the increase 
in routing traffic of our approach is less as compared to Gnutella over AODV. With the 
increase of moving speed of nodes, the traffic overhead increases in both approaches. This is 
because, with the increase of moving speed of nodes, the links disconnect more frequently. 
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However due to CBRP with location-aided underlying routing, with the increase of moving 
speed of nodes, our approach produces less routing overhead in the network as compared to 
Gnutella over AODV when the peers ratio in the network is higher than 25%. 
 

 
(a)                              (b) 

 
(c)                   (d) 

Fig. 5. The comparison of routing overhead between Gnutella over AODV and our appraoch. 

 

Generally the nodes’ mobility has significant effect in MANETs in term of routing 
overhead. But Fig. 5 shows that in our scenarios the nodes’ mobility does not appear  as a 
significant factor because we consider the dense MANET scenario where the nodes’ mobility 
does not have higher affect on routing traffic. 

By reducing traffic overhead in MANET, the chances of packet collision, the consumption 
of energy and the usage of bandwidth would be reduced which would result in the increased 
performance of network and in increased network longevity. Thus, by reducing traffic 
overhead, our approach would increase the network performance and network longevity. 
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(a)             (b) 

 
(c)                          (d) 

Fig. 6. The comparison of average-file discovery delay between Gnutella over AODV and our 
approach. 

5.2 Comparison of the Average File-Discovery Delay 

Gnutella maintains redundant links among the peers and our approach avoids redundant links, 
therefore, one can expect shorter average file-discovery delay in Gnutella. However, Fig. 6 
shows that our approach has shorter average-file discovery delay. It is because of the 
following four reasons. First, Gnutella has higher traffic overhead increasing the contention 
delay to access the medium. Second, in our approach, the file-lookup query is forwarded along 
the shortest path in the physical network. This is because our P2P overlay is closer to the 
physical network. Third, Gnutella does not guarantee that a peer always establish connection 
with closer neighbor peers in the physical network. Forth, our approach uses CBRP with 
location-aided underlying routing which has route-shortening and local-repair features 
reducing redundant traffic. These figures also show that by increasing peers ratio in the 
network and/or by increasing the maximum moving speed of nodes, the average file-discovery 
delay of both approaches increases. It is because, traffic overhead increases with the increase 
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of nodes’ mobility and peers ratio in the network resulting in the increased contention delay to 
access the medium and more packet collision. Fig. 6 shows that the effect of nodes’ mobility is 
not so significant on file-discovery delays. This is because that we have taken the average 
value of file-discovery delay and the file-discovery delay is presented in millisecond. 

 

 
   (a)      (b) 

 
    (c)               (d) 

Fig. 7. The comparison of FN ratio between Gnutella over AODV and our approach. 

 

At the speed of 1.6 m/s, in mobile scenario the nodes come closer to each other which leads 
to less routing overhead as shown in Fig. 5-(d). This leads to decreased average file-discovery 
latency as shown in Fig. 6-(d). 

5.3 Comparison of the False-Negative (FN) Ratio 

As P2P network partition may occur in Gnutella [8] over AODV, therefore we investigate two 
types of false-negative (FN): false-negative due to P2P network partition (FNP) and 
false-negative due to packet collision (FNC). Fig. 7 shows that P2P network partition occurs in 
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Gnutella if the peers ratio is higher which produces false-negative due to P2P network 
partition. Since P2P network partition does not occur in our approach, only false-negative due 
to packet collision exists in our approach. These figures show that normally the P2P network 
partition in Gnutella [8] over MANET occurs when the peers ratio in the network is greater 
than 15%. These figures also show that the number of FNC is larger than the number of FNP in 
Gnutella. The false-negative ratio is smaller in our approach as compared to Gnutella. This is 
because our approach has lower traffic overhead reducing the chances of packet collision. We 
can learn from the figures that the FN ratio increases with the increase of peers ratio and the 
nodes’ maximum moving speed in both approaches. This is because with the increase of peers 
ratio, routing traffic increases causing larger contention delay and more packet collisions in 
the network. With the increase of nodes’ moving speed, the topology changes more frequently 
which causes more routing traffic and more chances of packet collision in the network. 

5.4 Comparison of the Average Path-Stretch 

Due to on-demand route-discovery of AODV, in Gnutella [8] over AODV,  receiving the reply 
from the source peer P1 for a file-lookup request, a peer P may not have the route to P1 at its 
routing agent. To retrieve the file by P from P1  following the path of P2P overlay, this route 
may be longer than the shortest path in physical network between P and P1. Therefore, the 
value of path stretch in Gnutella over AODV is larger. In our approach, every node has the 
location information of its neighbor nodes  in its range of  2-hops and the location information 
of the source peer is included in the file-lookup request. Therefore by using GPSR forwarding 
algorithm, in our approach the file is retrieved via shorter route in the physical network. From 
Fig. 8, therefore the value of average path-stretch is lower in our approach as compared to 
Gnutella over AODV. 

Fig. 8 shows that the path-stretch is greater than one even in our approach. This is because, 
in our approach, sometime local-maxima [22] occurs  in location-based forwarding which 
leads to the longer route. In Gnutella over AODV, the average path-stretch is greater than one 
even for 5% peers ratio while the value of LB is 4. The reason is that AODV uses flooding 
mechanism for route-discovery. In flooding mechanism, a node forwards the broadcast packet 
after short random  interval in order to avoid the packet collision.  In flooding mechanism,  
first arrived packet is processed and the remaining duplicate broadcast packets are discarded at 
a node. Therefore, flooding mechanism also does not guarantee the shortest path between two 
peers in the physical network even though the two peers have direct neighbor connection in 
P2P overlay.  

Fig. 8 shows, in Gnutella over AODV, the average path-stretch value increases with the 
increase of peers ratio. This is because the indirect connections between two peers in the 
overlay increases with the increased peers ratio. Therefore, its  chances increases that a peer P 
receives the reply for a file-lookup request from another peer P1 such that P1 is more hops 
away from P in overlay network. This increases the difference  between the path  length of P1 
from P in the overlay network and the path length of P1 from P in the  physical network. 
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   (a)       (b) 

 
   (c)                 (d) 

Fig. 8. The comparison of average path-stretch between Gnutella over AODV and our approach. 

6. Conclusion  

The traditional unstructured P2P file-sharing over MANET causes redundant transmissions 
and P2P network partition while the physical network is connected. We proposed an approach 
to construct an efficient unstructured P2P overlay over MANET using underlying 
cluster-based routing (CBRP).  A root-peer in the P2P network was introduced to connect all 
peers. We proposed to construct a minimum-spanning tree (MST) at a peer P consisting of P 
itself, P’s directly connected neighbor peers and 2-hop away neighbor peers of P. This was 
used to remove far away redundant links at the peer P. Due to on-demand nature of 
inter-cluster routing of CBRP, the positioning algorithm for MANET was used to retrieve the 
file by a peer from the source peer via shorter path in the physical network. The simulation 
results showed that our approach outperformed the random overlay approach adopted by 
Gnutella [8] in term of routing overhead, average file-discovery delay, false-negative ratio and 
average path-stretch value.  
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There are certain possible optimizations for performance improvement of our approach. For 
example, a node can use multicasting approaches [31] to send the file-lookup request to its 
neighbor peers. This would reduce the number of transmissions while ensuring its reliability. 
The location information can also be used to elect the most stable node as a cluster-head 
instead of using lowest-ID scheme. These optimizations will be considered in the future work. 
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